Introduction

Enterprises involved in creating innovations in the open model should have such a network innovation strategy that would guarantee a positive impact not only on the outcome of the innovation process, but also on the result of the entire company [Scuotto et al., 2017].

Innovation can be considered as a characteristic attributed to the company or as a state determining its level of involvement in the broadly defined activity related to innovation. Innovation is the effect of contributing to new values [Stanisławski, 2017, p. 589]. A holistic approach to innovation management strategies is mani-
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fested in: continuous search, research, use of various sources of opportunities for innovation, integration of these sources with the potential and resources of the enterprise, and the use of various channels to develop and exploit opportunities for innovation, and is referred to as open model innovation [Inauen, Schenker-Wicki, 2011, pp. 459–520].

The growing hyper-competition processes, the increasing convergence of industries, the development of Web 2.0 and 3.0 technologies and the globalization of activities force all involved to look for ways for the company to achieve and maintain competitive advantage.

The basis of its success is its innovativeness manifested in the search, implementation and dissemination of innovations [Pomykalski, 2001, p. 18]. The role of relations between stakeholders interested in continuous innovations in the area of products, processes, technologies, marketing and the development of new business models is increasing.

The relationship of open innovation to responsible business is very important due to the idea of social dialogue, seeking solutions that both enterprise and society can profit from, product responsibility and listening to the voice of stakeholders. It is notable that in many enterprises there is no correlation between R&D expenditures and successful innovations [Chesbrough, 2002].

Thus, there is a problem of how to meet the client’s expectations. The role of prosumers, or involved consumers, is growing; they are the source of new concepts and ideas; they act as critics, observers, seekers and innovators.

The prosumer is an active person who accepts the initiative, has knowledge about the producer and the brand and shares the knowledge. The prosumer is a partner in business because they take part in creating a new product, as well as the logistics and quality solutions. Having access to knowledge and information as well as technological possibilities can influence production and its development [Domańska]. Open innovation activities may take various forms, for example, establishing subsidiaries, spin-off and spin-out, organizing clusters of organizations operating in the same industry, based on similar IP, infrastructure and know-how, joint ventures, and consortia, as well as the consortia of universities and enterprises.

Transfer of intellectual, legal and material assets between entities may take place through the purchase of a patent, licensing, purchase of know-how, purchase of technology companies, R&D contracts, redemption rights of university spin-off companies, and the redemption rights of venture capital funds. The aim of the article is to demonstrate the nature and importance of open innovation in the knowledge society. The research method is a critical analysis of the available literature and inference. The layout of the article is designed to achieve the goal. The analysis of research and available work proves the systematically growing role of open innovation in the process of improving management and increasing the value and competitiveness of the organization.
1. Closed and open innovations

Innovations, according to Schumpeter [1960], are the following:

- manufacturing of a new product or introducing new products to the market;
- introduction of a new production method;
- opening of a new market;
- acquiring of new sources of raw materials;
- introduction of a new production organization.

Innovation always contains an element of originality. According to the Oslo Handbook [Podręcznik Oslo, 2008, pp. 48–52], product, process, marketing and organizational innovations are distinguished. According to the handbook, the minimum requirement for innovation is that the product, process, marketing or organizational method should be new or significantly improved for the company.

Innovations should be the result of interactions between enterprises and links with other entities in the environment in which they operate. This approach became the justification for an open approach in the management of innovations (open innovations), in which companies should use external and internal ideas in innovative processes and allow other companies to use unused ideas. A critical problem in the context of open innovation is the motives for acquiring external knowledge, which include [Lenart-Gansiniec, 2017, pp. 249–262]:

- getting new ideas;
- reducing the risk of failure of new ventures;
- developing a strategy;
- understanding the needs and expectations of customers;
- strengthening relationships with other institutions;
- access to know-how;
- implementation of new organizational solutions;
- testing new solutions;
- increasing the efficiency of created innovations.

The first models of the linear innovation process (supply models) were created in the 1950s. They assumed that products have their source in inventions and new technologies. Demand innovation models emerged in turn, based on the preferences and needs of customers. Thus, the model of “pushed innovation” had to change when the customers’ needs favoured the emergence of innovation.

Closed innovation occurs when inventions, products and technologies are developed by a specific group of people in an enterprise or research institutions. These solutions are maintained as confidential know-how, protected by patents and rarely made available to business partners as a license. An example of linear models of the innovation process is the Urban–Hauser model, which includes [Urban, Hauser, 1993] identification of chances and market opportunities, designing ideas, product testing, product launch and product management.
In the 1980s, non-linear models appeared (they link supply and demand factors). The non-linear model of Rothwell and Zegveld assumes that it is irrelevant whether the idea for innovation results from demand or supply factors, instead it is important that they interpenetrate each other and that innovation is beneficial to the potential recipient [Rothwell, Zegveld, 1982].

The traditional approach to closed innovations was characterized by the fact that it was based in internal R&D departments and required large funds, which were usually owned by large enterprises. The company IP (Intellectual Property of the enterprise) was focused on the protection of intellectual property and trade secrets of the company.

Chesbrough, the executive director of the Open Innovation Centre at the University of Berkeley, pointed to the following principles of the logic of “closed innovations” [Hamm, 2005]:

- we should employ the best employees;
- if we want to launch new products or services on the market, we should invent and develop them ourselves;
- if we invent them ourselves, we will achieve the priority effect on the market;
- the company that first launches the product wins;
- if we are leaders in our industry in terms of R&D expenditure, we will achieve market leader positions;
- we should have control over our intellectual property so that our competitors do not profit from our ideas.

The question then arises of whether it is necessary to open the organization to the environment and stakeholders and to involve them in the innovation processes. It is worth emphasizing what differences exist between open and closed innovations (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Closed innovation</th>
<th>Open innovation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Research initiated and financed within the company</td>
<td>Research conducted in consortia, results of tests in the form of patents or developed know-how, sold or licensed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A product strictly defined at the beginning of R&amp;D works. Outliers or results, additional inventions often go to the shelf</td>
<td>Product evolving due to market demand, available or emerging new technologies, activities of partner organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;D works only based on the company's own team of experts</td>
<td>Work carried out with the support of many specialists from various centres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profits from the sale of a product based on the invention achieved only after carrying out the R&amp;D works on the process of protection, production, product preparation and market introduction</td>
<td>In the case of developed and shared IP profits from the sale/licensing of the invention drawn “immediately”. In the case of obtaining IP, reduction of R&amp;D costs and protection of the invention. For the production of a new product, the creation of joint patents and solutions, win-win systems</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Closed innovation | Open innovation
--- | ---
A company introducing innovations to the market ensures its leading position. In order to maintain it, it must pass the phase of “crossing the abyss” | The company with the best and the most efficient business model flexibly responding to the market response is more easily able to deal with product modification and “crossing the abyss”
The necessary continuous monitoring of competition activities does not benefit from not using their solution | The benefits of commercialization of intellectual property draws more than one entity and more companies protect joint solutions “why expose yourself to courts and costs when IP can be licensed?”
The risk of project failure is focused and only the company bears it | The risk is diminished and dispersed between the entities involved. There is even greater risk reduction by taking over a proven solution, e.g. by purchasing an IP
Strict time frame, often dictated by the directions and speed of competition | In the case of open innovation, the product creation process is associated with its continuous modification and development, and the directions of changes are flexible and dependent on “market conditions”, demand and access to technology, and the direction of partners’ policies

Source: *Otwarta versus zamknięta...*

Chesbrough pointed to the principles of creating innovations in a closed and open model (Table 2).

Table 2. The rules for creating innovations in a closed and open model

| The principles of closed innovation | The principles of open innovation |
--- | ---
The company employs outstanding specialists in a given field | The company both employs and cooperates with external specialists; not all outstanding specialists in a given field work for the enterprise
To achieve the benefits of the research, an enterprise must discover, implement and exploit it themselves | Research and development works are carried out outside the enterprise. They can create value for it (be a source of measurable benefits); internal research works are important in the process of capturing it
If the company makes a discovery, it will enter the market with it first | An enterprise does not have to be the creator of the discovery in order to benefit from it
Market success is achieved by the company that will first introduce innovations to the market | Creating a good business model is more important than market priority
Market success is achieved by this company, which will bring the largest number of the best innovations to the market | Market success is achieved by the company that makes the best use of internal and external ideas
The company should protect intellectual property so that competitors cannot benefit | The company should benefit from sharing other intellectual properties and use foreign knowledge if it supports the business model

Source: Authors’ own study based on Chesbrough [2003, p. 26].

In the world of the Internet and globalization, enterprises cannot rely only on their research, they must open themselves to cooperation with external research units. It is necessary to know the best solutions in the authors’ areas of interest. The new dimension of the social network era has a parallel impact on the innovative activity of enterprises and forces us to move beyond rigid, closed and hierarchical...
organizational structures in search of a new culture of innovation, partnership and global cooperation.

Chesbrough distinguishes the traditional innovation process from the one that is based on internal and external resources. The concept of open innovation is a paradigm stating that enterprises can and should, through innovation processes, apply ideas and ways to introduce innovations on the market based on internal and external resources [Chesbrough, 2003, p. 20]. This concept finds application in high technology sectors and those that are in the phase of birth and development [Herzog, 2011, p. 27].

The degree of openness of innovative processes became the basis for distinguishing closed (source of internal knowledge), hybrid (external knowledge as complementary to internal) and open (at least one external source is more important than internal ones) innovators [Barge-Gil, 2010, p. 586].

2. Models of open innovations

In a knowledge-based network society, the mentality changes from “do-it-yourself” to “let’s do it together”. The innovative process according to Janasz is the generation of an innovative idea, design and implementation [Janasz, 1997]. The innovative process is often presented in a model approach. The innovation model is an accepted scheme of activities undertaken in the enterprise in order to introduce innovations. Table 3 presents the generations of innovative process models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Generations</th>
<th>Basic features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First/Second</td>
<td>Simple linear model – supply and demand model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third</td>
<td>A related model, assuming the interaction of various elements and feedback of information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth</td>
<td>Parallel model, internal integration of the company and cooperation with suppliers and recipients, emphasis on connections and alliances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fifth</td>
<td>Integrated system based on network connections: flexible, system-based response related to the consumer, continuous innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sixth</td>
<td>Open innovation model, self-learning system</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Janasz, Kozioł-Nadolna [2011, p. 106].

Most of the models of innovation processes included in the table apply to closed models, i.e. those that run inside the company and are subject to protection by the company in which such a process takes place [Sieniewska, 2011, pp. 448–455]. The first, second and third generation models are included in linear models, and the fourth, fifth and sixth generation models are included in non-linear models [Janasz, Kozioł-Nadolna, 2011, p. 106].
The model of closed innovations in the 21st century, which is characterized by the flow of information and knowledge as well as growing technological progress, is losing its popularity. The rising costs of own research and development, the scattering of knowledge resources and the occurring need to combine technology in order to carry out the intended ventures results in the development of a model of open innovations [Kozarkiewicz, 2010, pp. 20–21]. On the other hand, models of open innovations are characterized by the fact that they “maximize the value coming from various ideas appearing both in the company and outside it” [Janaś, Koziol-Nadolna, 2011, p. 115].

The criteria for the division of open innovation models include [Pellegrini, 2010, pp. 11–23]:

- number of partners participating in the innovation process;
- type of partners;
- structure of relationships between participants in the innovation process;
- intensity of using external knowledge;
- the location of the innovative process;
- the method of selecting external partners;
- the direction of knowledge flow between the subject and the environment;
- the intensity of cooperation.

Innovation models based on the supply and demand theory as linear models of the process of creating innovation are treated today as traditional. Linear models include the following phases: basic research, applied research, development work, first applications and diffusion [Janaś et al., 2001, p. 195]. The linear supply model includes basic research, applied research, implementation and marketing. The linear demand model, i.e. the innovation model drawn by the market, is the effect of modifying the linear supply model, including market needs, development works, implementation and sales [Rothwell, Gardiner, 1983, p. 47].

At the end of the 1990s, non-linear models based on network connections were proposed [Rothwell, 1994, pp. 7–31]. It was considered that most innovations do not follow these models because they are too simplistic and do not cover many important aspects. The goal of non-linear models is to combine supply and demand factors in such a way that they can bring benefits to the recipients of a given innovation.

Dynamic interactive models include the following aspects: interactions and feedback during the creation of innovations. They include [Janaś, Koziol-Nadolna, 2011, p. 106]:

- coupled model – this combines research and development, production, marketing and sales as well as their connections in the organization and outside, and it covers new needs, new ideas, new technical possibilities; and takes into account social needs, development works, implementation, marketing, sales, market and the state of the art and production technology [after Romanowski, 2000, p. 66];
- interactive model – this is based on the purpose of the product, planning, designing, linking the effects of the up and down phases and numerous in-
teractions between science, technology and phases of innovation production [www.ptin.org];

- connected chain model – this consists of many phases in which knowledge and research are the main aspects; they link together all phases of the innovation process. What distinguishes this model is that the decisive role is played by knowledge and not research; while scientific research must be included in this model, the potential market demand is also very important [Janasz, Kozioł-Nadolna, 2011, p. 112].

Models of open innovations include incoming, outgoing and mixed models:

- open innovations coming to the company have their source in improving the company’s discoveries and solutions that have been made by others. The very important role here is gaining ideas, technologies and solutions located in the organization’s surroundings, which flow as a result of connections and interaction with other entities. Incoming innovation is referred to as inbound innovation [Chesbrough, Crowther, 2006, pp. 229–236];

- open innovations stemming from the organization, referred to as outbound innovation, relate to activities and undertakings aimed at finding such organizations on the market whose business models create opportunities for the commercialization of a given technology; solutions in a more perfect manner than a company that possesses these solutions, which is why they sell their inventions and licenses or create spin-out companies;

- mixed model – together with the development of the concept of open innovation, a mixed (coupled) process appears, which assumes the creation of network connections by the company and cooperation with external entities at various stages of the innovation process [Gassmann, Enkel, 2005, pp. 289–308].

Research shows that the market is more often characterised by centripetal open innovation than the centrifugal kind. The sources of this phenomenon can be traced to the fact that most companies have the abilities and skills to use already existing knowledge, but cannot create new knowledge [Huizingh, 2011].

Juchniewicz presents the evolution of innovation models in the years 1950–2010. The author indicates the following models: supply, demand, coupled, parallel, network and open [Juchniewicz]. Changes in the approach to the innovation model are compounded by institutions that deal with the marketing of ideas and the emergence of an increasing number of advanced technologies enabling remote cooperation [Dahlander, Gann, 2010]. Openness is even greater as the number of external sources of innovative activity of the company increases [Laursen, Salter, 2004, pp. 1201–1215].

The phenomenon of openness is becoming a key force for building competitive advantage in the network economy. In the model of open innovations, the role of external partners is growing; this is happening at all stages, i.e. generating, selecting ideas, transforming them into innovative solutions, commercialization and diffusion of innovations.
The concept of open innovation is an opportunity to increase innovation, understood as the ability to constantly search, implement and disseminate innovations [Pomykalski, 2001, p. 18]. It is an interactive model of innovation management, taking into account the diversity of inflow and outflow of knowledge. Thanks to the new cooperation strategy, it will be possible to better use human skills, ingenuity and intelligence, and implement solutions that are impossible to achieve independently [Tapscott, Williams, 2008].

Most of the research on open innovations concerns high technology industries [Henkel, 2006, pp. 953–969] as well as computer games [Lecocq, Demil, 2006, pp. 891–898]. Internationally, Lichtenthaler studied a large research sample (Germany, Switzerland, Austria). His research demonstrates the positive correlation between open innovations flowing out and enterprise results [Lichtenthaler, 2008, pp. 148–157]. The results of the statistical surveys of the Central Statistical Office, published in 2013, concerned cooperation in the field of innovative activity as part of the open innovation model.

The surveyed enterprises cooperated with suppliers of equipment, computers, software, universities, scientific and research institutions, clients, consulting companies, competitors, PAN (Polish Academy of Sciences) units, and foreign and public research institutions. The increase in cooperation within clusters was emphasized, and it was pointed out that the most popular form of technology transfer was the purchase of licenses [Rojek, 2014, pp. 207–218].

The opening of innovative processes in an enterprise can take the form of three schemes:
- innovation flow from the environment to the enterprise – centripetal;
- innovation flow from the company to the environment – centrifugal;
- the flow takes place through the cooperation of the company within business networks or strategic alliances (mixed).

The choice of the model of open innovation depends on the business model of the company [Sopińska, 2017]. The business model describes how and to what extent the company uses cooperation with external entities to generate value for customers and determines how to convert the technical parameters of a product or service into economic value.

Modelling strategies for cooperation in open innovations, taking into account the origin of partners and the form of cooperation, were presented by Sopińska and Dziurski as follows [Sopińska, Dziurski, 2018, pp. 42–43]:
- conservative strategy – formalized cooperation with partners from the economic path;
- limited trust strategy – formalized cooperation with partners from outside the economic path;
- a strategy of full trust – informal cooperation with partners from the economic path;
• innovative strategy – informal cooperation with partners from outside the economic path.

The open innovation model is treated as a complex, comprehensive and holistic approach to the innovation management strategy, which is based on [Inauen, Schenker-Wicki, 2011, pp. 496–520]:
• simultaneous, systematic, continuous search, research and use of external sources of innovation, which involves the transfer of knowledge;
• conscious, thoughtful integration of external sources of innovation with the company’s resources and its development potential;
• applying various possibilities of commercialization of the innovations created.

Open innovation involves cooperation with many partners, including sharing knowledge. The literature recognizes market, scientific and technological partners. Enterprises acquire knowledge through participation in exhibitions, fairs, seminars, conferences, use of publications, patents and databases. Enterprises creating new innovations can buy or create them through cooperation with partners. Cooperation can be formal and informal, and its scope, width and depth can also vary.

Sopińska and Dziurski propose four potential cooperation strategies applied by enterprises in the process of creating innovations in the open model [Sopińska, Dziurski, 2018, pp. 54–55]:
• a strategy of superficial cooperation with a small number of partners;
• a strategy of superficial cooperation with a large number of partners;
• a close cooperation strategy with a small number of partners;
• a strategy of close cooperation with a large number of partners.

Among the innovation implementation barriers, the following should be indicated: inflexibility, vertical management structures, lack of a bottom-up innovation culture, rigid requirements arising from existing legislation, skills shortages, insufficient knowledge and financial resources, interruption of information flow, and lack of openness to various types of initiatives. Barriers to open innovations concern excessive bureaucracy, insufficient use of customer opinions, lack of correlation of employee remuneration with their innovative activity, and insufficient intellectual property protection [Lenart-Gansiniec, 2017, pp. 249–262].

Conclusions

The goal of open innovations is to cooperate in order to gain access to the knowledge resources of partners that enables the increase of effectiveness of their own innovative activity and search for ways to reduce costs and protect their own intellectual capital. The literature analysis proves that more companies have the ability to use knowledge than to create it, which is why enterprises are much more likely to engage in centripetal than centrifugal open innovations [Huizingh, 2011]. In the process of implementing open innovations, it is very important to match the
composition of the business model so that it is characterized by high flexibility in the process of transforming technology or knowledge into commercial success. The creation of an optimal business model is conditioned by the need to select the external participants of the innovative process in order to achieve a reduction of costs and risks of R&D activity or to achieve economies of scale [Zajkowska, 2017, pp. 200–211]. Open innovation is the organization’s openness to knowledge that is found in the environment, in order to maximize profits for all cooperating entities, capture value, use external resources, build competitive advantage, use ideas coming from the interior and business environment.
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The concept of open innovation is often identified with the process of systematic, external exploration and the exploitation of knowledge. In this process, enterprises make decisions to include or limit the involvement of other businesses in the development and commercialization of the innovation processes. Open innovation seems to be the natural direction of evolution of business models. It provides much needed room for research and development for businesses that value cooperation and joint value creation.

The relationship of open innovation to CSR is very important due to the idea of social dialogue, searching for profit generating solutions for businesses and society, product responsibility and listening to the voice of stakeholders. The choice of the open innovation model depends on the business model of the company [Sopińska, 2017]. The business model describes how and to what extent the company uses cooperation with external entities to generate value for customers and determines how to convert the technical parameters of a product or service into economic value. Open innovation is the organization’s openness to knowledge in order to maximize profits for all cooperating entities, capture value, use external resources, build competitive advantage, and use ideas coming from within the organization and business environment. The aim of the article was to highlight the essence of open innovation, to indicate the relationships that take place between open and closed innovations and to make models of open innovations more familiar. The adopted research method was the analysis of the available literature and its conclusions.